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A- SLBC points raised Comments 

Payment of Interest 
Bank shall claim the interest on quarterly basis i.e. 30th June, 

30 Sept., 31# Dec., 31s March and State Govt. shall make 
payment in the next year. (Point no. 11 of the scheme) If interest 
is not to be paid by the borrower as mentioned in the scheme 
guidelines and govt. shall pay the same after close of quarter, 
account shall degrade (NPA) at the end of the quarter. 
Please clarify how interest will be served during current year 
and Maximum time line for payment of interest after lodgement
of claim by Bank. 
We suggest that interest should be paid by the borrower and 
then reimbursed by the Govt. in line with guideline of 

PMSVANidhi Scheme. 

Interest will be paid to banks 
on the basis of claim made by 
banks after 60 days and Govt. 
will reimbursed within 15 days 
of submission of claim. 

Rate of Interest 
Please clarify whether all banks have agreed to charge uniform 
rate of 10% as mentioned in the scheme guidelines and whether 
it is fixed or fluctuating interest 

Maximum interest rate 10% or 
actual prevailing rate of simple 
interest which one is lesser will 
be claimed by banks. 

Payment of CGTMSE fees by Govt. 
It is also to be paid annually and non-payment of same shall 

cause loss of guarantee cover from CGTMSE. 
Please clarify the whether bank or borrower shall pay on 

respective due dates (coverage for one year or more than one 

year) and then claim from the Govt. on quarterly basis and 
reimbursed to bank/borrower in the next year along with interest 

by the Govt. 

Payment of CGTMSE fees will 
be paid by State Govt. to bank 
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